Do you ever wonder how you can cut costs and increase efficiency and revenue?

EVERY PROBLEM HAS A SOLUTION.
YOUR SOLUTION IS BBL.

At BBL, we firmly believe that there is no better time than now to assess the health of your business to support long-term success.

We believe that our customized, proven management solutions can help you do just that. We specialize in providing comprehensive business, facility & financial management solutions to streamline processes and save on overall cost.

What continues to set BBL apart from other management service companies is our commitment to building lasting relationships with our clients. As well as our passion for creating customized strategies to help you increase operational and financial performance efficiency.

CERTIFICATIONS

- GSA Schedule 520 – Contract Number: GS-23F-0021W
- 8(a) Certified Small Disadvantaged Business (SDB)
- Maryland Certified SDB Minority Business Enterprise (MBE)
- Prince George’s County Certified MBE
- Woman-Owned Small Business (WOSB)
- Economically Disadvantaged Woman-Owned Small Business (EDWOSB)

ANYONE CAN TAKE YOU TO THE BOTTOM LINE.
ONLY BBL CAN TAKE YOU BEYOND.

BEYOND THE BOTTOM LINE, INC.
1300 Mercantile Lane
Suite 139-MM
Largo, Maryland 20774

FOR MORE INFO, CONTACT US:
Phone | 301-322-4083
Fax | 888-252-8047
E-mail | info@beyondbottomline.com
www.beyondbottomline.com
FORENSIC ACCOUNTING
As the complexities of the business environment grow, accounting professionals are asked more frequently to assist in the investigation of financial and business related issues. BBL is one of few woman-owned small businesses that offer forensic accounting services. We pride ourselves on our investigative capabilities and ability to convey results quickly and concisely.

ACCOUNTING
Accounting is the backbone to every business, and having a strong accounting system is the only way for a business to excel in today’s ever changing economy. BBL provides an array of accounting services to government and corporate clients that support you in achieving your business goals and realizing your greatest financial gains.

BUDGET FORMULATION, EXECUTION, AND MONITORING
BBL’s team of financial experts brings extensive experience in supporting budget formulation, execution, and monitoring processes. Our expertise can help you utilize tools that connect financial management data with budget and performance, which is critical to the success of your business.

CASH MANAGEMENT
At BBL, we understand that cash management is typically the most frequent challenge for businesses. We help you to understand the basic concepts and methodology of cash flow so that you are prepared to overcome unforeseen circumstances that many businesses encounter.

AUDIT PREPARATION & READINESS
Audits are requested by all types of individuals (i.e. investors, banks, and other stakeholders). Audits vary in type and information levels. BBL’s audit preparation is the process of ensuring the client is ready for such review or audit. BBL assists in gathering the company’s financial transactions to ensure all supporting documents are utilized and to confirm the financial statements are presented accurately, prior to a review or audit. BBL may also serve as the liaison between the company and auditor.

EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT TRAINING
BBL is experienced in providing comprehensive business and financial training to staff members, as well as, seasoned CEOs. Our team teaches accounting principles in a way that is easy to understand, using real life examples to illustrate how financial management impacts your organization.

BUSINESS ASSESSMENT AND REVIEW
Do you know how strong your organization is financially? BBL can help you understand your financial challenges and short/long-term business goals to assess areas where you are doing well financially, as well as areas that need your attention.

BUSINESS PROCESS EVALUATION
BBL understands that creating solid business processes is the key to generating accurate financial information to assist when making important business decisions. We will help you implement business processes to ensure reliable data and information, as well as, improve your profitability and operational efficiency.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
BBL has the tools and resources to analyze complex data and answer questions that are most important to you, in a way that is easy for you to understand.

DATA MINING
BBL uses data mining tools to compile raw data to help clients recognize significant facts, relationships, trends, patterns, exceptions and anomalies on a variety of issues that might otherwise go unnoticed.

BY going Beyond the Bottom Line, we offer you solutions that provide value and sustain your business.”